
Lights Out For Climate Change Awareness

Radisson BLU Plaza Bangkok to participate in Earth Hour 2017

On 25th March 2017, Radisson BLU Plaza Bangkok stands in solidarty with Earth Hour, to bring
awareness to the need for action on global climate change.

Radisson BLU Plaza Bangkok is signaling its stance on global climate change, by standing in
solidarity with the global climate change movement, Earth Hour. On Saturday 25th March 2017,
from 8.30pm to 9.30pm, millions of people and organizations around the world join together to shine
a light on the issue of climate change and its impact on future generations, by turning off non-
essential electrical power, such as lighting and appliances.

For this monumental annual hour, Radisson BLU Plaza Bangkok has pledged to turn off all hotel
signage, and certain lights within the hotel, such as in the restaurants and other outlets, and
substitute the electrical lights with candles, wherever possible and safe. Furthermore, the hotel will
even shut down computers and perform manual check-in for guests arriving during Earth Hour. The
bar and patisseries/coffeeshop, B/Sharp and B/Sweet, on the hotel’s lobby level, will also ‘unplug’
and Mayin Wang will perform stellar sounds on the acoustic guitar.

Radisson BLU Plaza Bangkok invites guests to show their support and take part in Earth Hour 2017,
to help save the planet from the detrimental effects of climate change and raise awareness across
the globe.

“We at Radisson BLU, together with VenuesBKK, firmly believe in the virtue of this movement. We
are participating in Earth Hour to show our concern and continued commitment to giving back to
our planet and safeguarding it for future generations. We encourage our guests and all Bangkok
residents to join in,” says Radisson BLU Plaza’s General Manager Peter Feran.

# # #

About Radisson Blu Plaza Bangkok
Radisson Blu® is one of the world’s leading hotel brands, an emblem of genuine, contemporary
hospitality all enhanced by Radisson’s distinctive Yes I CanSM! service philosophy. Radisson Blu
Plaza Bangkok offers 266 stylish guest rooms and 24 elegant suites, in addition to state-of-the-art
meeting facilities and outstanding dining and leisure options. In the heart of Bangkok on Sukhumvit
Road, Radisson Blu Plaza Bangkok is easily reached from both of Bangkok’s international airports.
The hotel’s location near Asok junction likewise allows for easy access to the city’s elevated rail and
underground public transport systems. Nearby the hotel are many of the Thai capital’s major
cultural, commercial, entertainment and shopping sites. Designed for business and leisure guests
who know how to travel in style, Radisson Blu Plaza Bangkok defines the modern hotel experience.
Learn more at www.radissonblu.com/plazahotel-bangkok.
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